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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
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Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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konebaad
It is a type of boat usually used by women at the North Pole.  It is also often referred to as umiak, umiaq, or oomiak. 
Translate women's boat or boat.   ( Kayak is man's boat ) . 

konkaak
So called themselves the people of the six and in their language means " 34 people;.  It is an Aboriginal people who
inhabited the Valley or Sonoran desert coast ( 41 Mexico; the arrival of the Spaniards.  Currently ethnic strongholds in
Hermosillo.

konny
Name of a very light kangaroo for carrying babies.  Very light baby carrier bag.  Baby sling. 

kool
In Colombia it is a brand of cigarettes.  In Estonian language, it means school.  Kool in Dutch means cabbage, cabbage.
 Cool, so with c, in Spanish means genuine, transparent, authentic, person who thinks and acts with consistency.

kor
KOR is the name of a poem by John Ronald Reuel Tolkien or j. r. r. Tolkien, philosopher. linguist and British writer,
author of the Lord of the rings.

kora
It is an African musical instrument which consists of 20 or 21 strings.  It is a blend of harp and lute.  It is traditional in
Mali, Guinea, Senegal and Gambia

kore
Kore means woman young, adolescent, girl.  Plural Korei on ancient Greek.  Peplos Kore is a famous statue depicting a
young woman.

kori
There is also another version that the name Kori (for men or women) is of Nordic origin and means young, maiden or
doncel.  Cori variant. 

korn
It is the name of a Californian nu metal band.  It is a word of Danish language which means grain.  Name of a doctor and
Argentine philosopher named Alejandro Korn.  Name of an Argentine town in the province of Buenos Aires.  Another
name for the station joint San Vicente de Buenos Aires (Alejandro Korn) meter.

kornephoros
In ancient Greek it means the one who carries the club.  It is the name of a star that is also called Korneforos, Rutilicus,
Beta Herculis, Beta Her, 27 Herculis or HD 148856, by astronomers.  it is part of the Constellation Herculis or Hercules. 

koronis
Also called Coronis or Coronide.  She was a girl from Larissa, who was the lover of Apollo and mother of Asclepius the



God of Medicine (Aesculapius).  Name of an asteroid ( 158 ) 

kortatu
It is the name of a set of rock originating in Irún, Guipúzcoa, Spain.  They introduced the Ska to Spain.  Kortatu is a
Basque language word and means hitting.

kosher
It is a word of Hebrew origin meaning edible, which can be eaten, suitable.  It is the name given to foods that can be
consumed according to Jewish Law.  Foods that conform to the dietary regulation of the Jews. 

kosnaias
They are a type of typical Russian boats that are generally used for tourist transport on the Volga River. 

kosovorotka
It is a garment of Russian origin.  It is basically a Russian peasant shirt or also called Tolstoy shirt or Zhivago shirt. 
Translates "crooked neck".  They are long-sleeved and have a vertical opening almost always on one side and with
buttons. 

kotia
Name of a town in Koraput district in the Indian state of Odisha.  Surname of Hindu origin (Indian).  Nickname of actress
born in India and whose full name is Navika Kotia.  Type of two-masted sailboat used in India. 

kotodama
In Japanese it means the power of words, words of the soul, magic words.  It also said kototama.  It is the spiritual basis
for the teaching of martial arts.

koz
Name given to the back of a scythe.  It is attached to the handle with an iron ring and is attached to the styling. 

köter
It means scoundrel, villain, infamous, villain.  It is like an insult and means that it is excrement, crap.

krack
In Colombia Krack or Krak is a kind of gang ( not of criminals or bandits ) or very close friends group.  Patch, combo,
gallada. It is also the name of a very potent hallucinogenic drug. Onomatopoeia for something when part ( CRAC ).

kraftwerk es una banda de música electrónica alemana
The word Karftwerk is a word in German language which means power.  It is the name of an electronic band formed by
Ralf Hütter and Florian Schneider in 1969 in Düsseldorf.

kraken
It is the name of a gang of Colombian Rock that was created and directed by Elkin Ramírez.  It is a word in German,
which means Octopus.  It is the name of a Scandinavian mythological animal who allegedly attacked the ship and killed
the sailors.  Sea Monster.



krautpop
You can translate Pop Grass .  It is a term in German, used by Die Katapult an electro punk duo, who sings in several
languages and somewhat enred lyrics of difficult translation, to define or name his musical style.  The singers and
perform the instruments are Elena Comas (Spanish) and Anna Fredriksson (Swedish).  Electronic music style. 

kraz
Name of a Ukrainian automotriz factory .  It produces more than anything trucks and heavy vehicles.  Its name is
Kremenchutsky Avtomobilny Zavod, which translates Kremenchuk Automobile Factory and which in Cyrillic language is
noted as Kp?? .  It is also the name of a star in the constellation Raven (Corvus).  It is also often referred to as Beta
Corvi, Beta Crv, 9 Corvi or HD 109379, by astronomers.  It is considered a barium star. 

kresala
It is also the name of a novel originally written in Biscay by Txomin Agirre.  in the early twentieth century.  It narrates the
customs of the fishing villages of northern Spain. 

krillin
He is a fictional character in Dragon Ball. 

kriptonita
It means that it comes from Krypton, a fictional planet where Superman comes from.  Name of a fictitious crystalline
mineral of green color, which has the property of bending Superman (it takes away all his strength and abilities). 

kriseilua
It is a word in Basque meaning lantern, lamp, bulb, bulb fixture. It is not a word in the Spanish language. Candle, candle
holder, candle.

krishna
He is considered the incarnation of God Vishnu, in Hinduism.  He is one of the most important heroes of the Yadu
dynasty.  Main form of God among practitioners of Hinduism. 

kristof
It is a male name of Slavic origin.  Name of male in Polish .  It means follower of Christ, Christian.  Name of a
Polish-born Mexican actor named Kristoff Raczynski.

krumiro
He is a hard-working individual, who runs counter to fellow workers who are on strike.  Scab , sold , given away ,
strikebreaker , ?? yellow , ram ??? or crumiro .  Name yourself from a book by Pavel Oyarzún.  It is a Chileanism. 

krypteia
Name of the ultimate test in Spartan military education .  Bloodbath .  Sparta's bloodthirsty repression of the Ilotas. 

kucha
It was the name of a silk road corridor, It is located north of the Taklamakan Desert, south of the Muzat River.  Ancient
and small Buddhist kingdom settled in the same region.  It was also called Kuche.  It is currently the territory of Xinjiang
and belongs to China. 



kufiya
It's a kind of Palestinian handkerchief.  It is also called yasmak, mashadah, sudra or shemagh (shimag).  It also means
that it comes from Kufa (Iraq).

kuka
This is the name of a registered trademark.  It's the name of a robotics company.  Its full name is Kuka Roboter GmbH . 

kukri
It can also be called Khukuri.  It is a type of curved and large knife used by the Gurkha people in Nepal.  Type of
Nepalese knife.  It is used as a white weapon and as a tool. 

kukurutxa
Cucurucha or cockroach.  Isopod also known as cochineal from Earth, cochineal, or bug ball.  It is a very damaging
terrestrial crustacean for agriculture.  Its scientific name is Armadillidium vulgare and belongs to the family
Armadillidiidae.

kullk
Kullk or better Kullk Posters is an application created by a young Ecuadorian man to facilitate the payment of public
services. Kullk or Kullku in quechua language means small Dove, turtledove ( Metriopelia cecilidae ).

kullki
Kullki or Kullkiy, means in quechua digging, digging the ground, plowing.

kulturboden
It is a german term meaning land culture, soil culture or terroir, regional culture. 

kunas
It is the name of an indigenous people settled in the border area of Colombia and Panama (Darién).  They are also
usually called Cribs, Gunas, Dules or Tules.  In their language (called Guna), the word means people.  They belong to
the Chibcha family. 

kunche
It is the name of a Mexican town in the State of Yucatan.  It is used more Kunché, with tilde or Kun Che and belongs to
the municipality of Espitia.  It is a tourist site and typical Maya.  In the Mayan language I could translate King Tree.

kunché
It is the name of a Mexican town in the State of Yucatan.  It is used more Kunché, with tilde or Kun Che and belongs to
the municipality of Espitia.  It is a tourist site and typical Maya.  In the Mayan language I could translate King Tree.

kunda
It is the name of a city in Estonia.  It's in the Viru District.  It is another name of the plant and botanical genus
Amorphophallus (meaning deformed penis).  also called konja.  It has the largest inflorescence in the world, as it
reaches about 2. 5 meters high.  Cunda with c , is an inflection of cundir which means to fill, batter.  In Colombia it is
synonymous with tunda or beating.  It is also the common name of a police vehicle carrying detainees or prisoners
(patrol or ball).  In the slang of the drug vehicle to domicile drugs .  In Peru cunda means cheerful young man and



prankster.

kundry
kundry is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Kundry; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is the name
of a wild and repulsive woman named in the last drama of Parsifal, Richard Wagner German Opera.

kupay
The Kupay is a tree belonging to the genus Copaifera. More than 80 species of them are known. They are of medicinal
use and benefit for firewood and charcoal. Seeds removed an oil that is healing. They belong to the family Fabaceae.
The word Kupay is of Guaraní origin. In Colombia we call it oil.

kurax
It is a word of Quechua origin meaning the largest, highest dimension.  In the pharmacological and livestock field, it is
the name of an antiparasitic that is also known as Lavamisol. 

kuriju
It is one of the names given in Paraguay to the yellow anaconda.  Curijú or curiyú is also used.  The term is of Guaranía
origin.  The scientific name is Eunectes notaeus and belongs to the Boidae family.  This large constrictor snake can
measure about 4 meters and lives near aquatic environments. 

kurijú
Name of Cerro Sagrado or Cerro Lluvia in the area of Natural and Indigenous Reserve in Bajo Chirripó, Costa Rica. 
There the Shára River is born and is an area of high biodiversity.  For the indigenous Cabécares and Jawas are very
sacred sites.  It is close to the settlements Palmera (Catsá), Namaldí and Dzey, in the Provinces of Limón and Cartago. 
Also Karijú, carijú or mbói cariyú is called in Guarani language to the anacondas of light colorations such as
yellowish-green and yellow.  They are small constrictor reptiles.  Its scientific name is Eunectes notaeus (yellow
anaconda, about 2 or 4 meters).  It belongs to the family Boidae. 

kuros
kuros is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Kuro" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Kuro ( plural kuroi
) It is a Word from the ancient Greek meaning young man beardless, teen.

kurta
It is the name of a typical and traditional costume of India.  Loose, long, buttoned tunic. It is worn by both men and
women. 

kush
It is a cannabis strain that comes from Afghanistan, Pakistan and Northern India.  It is named after the Cordillera where
it is produced (Mountains or Hindukush Range). 

kusiku intichaw paniykuna que quiere decir
In the Nyanja language, variant of the Bantu means something as well as " At night we desquitamos US ".

kusikuyku
It is a word in quechua language which means celebration, feast, feast, fun, joy, joy.  Ku termination is the pronoun,



them.

kutimuy
It is a word in the Quechua language that means to return, to return, to return. 

kuxidadea
It is not a word of the Spanish language, but of the Basque language.  Means pad.

kwichua
It is the quechua word in quechua language.  In other words, quechua is the castilianization or muteness of kwichua,
quichua or better still kwitchua.  As language has several rather obvious derivations, the Northern quechua (Colombia
and Ecuador), quechua ancashiano or ancashino (Peruvian Central Highlands or Huánuco) and quechua the
Southerner in the South of Peru, Bolivia and the Argentine-Chilean North.  Usually the word kwichua or quichua, refers
more to the southern quechua.

kypria
kypria is incorrectly written and it should be written as Kypria ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct term is
Kypria ( it is proper name ).  It means Cyprus, Cyprus.  It is the name of a lost poem of the ancient Greece.  It was also
called Ciprias or Ciprios songs.  They belonged to the Trojan cycle.

kypria-
The correct term is Kypria (it's a proper name).  It means Cyprus, Cypriot.  It is the name of a lost poem from ancient
Greece.  It was also called Cypresses or Cyprian Songs.  They belonged to the Trojan cycle.  Name of an asteroid ( 669
) . 

kyrie eleison
Kyrie Eleison, is a Latin locution that means: Lord, have mercy.

kýlix
It is a word of Greek origin meaning cup.  It is also called cylic, kilix, kylix or kylice.  It was another of the multiple
ceramic vessels used by the ancient Greeks.  It was a kind of tray or fruit bowl. 

la avaricia rompe el saco
It is a popular adage widely used in Colombia.  It means that over-ambition is harmful.

la banca siempre gana
It is the confirmation of the wise adage of grandparents " That advocates need to lose by 34 obligation;. Your chances of
winning in the game are very remote, the mathematical odds are minimal.

la boca
It means mouth, landfill, place where water drains.  In Argentina, the name of a Buenos Aires neighborhood.  Its name is
because there is the mouth of the Riachuelo on the La Plata River.  Name of a Spa in Chile, in the Province of Cardenal
Caro and the Christmas Commune. 



la bombonera
It is an iconic restaurant of San Juan de Puerto Rico, with more than 102 years of tradition.

la bruja
The witch is the name of a novel by the Colombian Germán Castro Caycedo.  Colombian soap opera based on the
same work.

la burundanga
You want to say scopolamine or methscopolamine, a drug extracted from the tree of borrachero, which is very strong
and overrides the will of those affected.  The plant is also known as Savannah cocoa or floripondio (Brugmansia
arborea, Solanaceae family).  It is also the name of a tropical song, performed by Celia Cruz and la Sonora matancera.

la caja
The box is also a way to call our grandparents removable dentures.

la calle esta dura
the street is hard is incorrectly written and should be written as "the street is hard..." being its meaning:<br>The phrase "
The street is hard " It is very used by Colombian parents who claim their children being lazy at home and do not help in
chores. Sounds almost like a threat " or collaborate or going ". Sometimes moms especially, say: " It is that nothing there
is better than the Hotel Mama ".

la cantina abierta y el cantinero dormido
It is a colloquial expression to mean sloppy, unprepared, left, abandoned, carefree.  A man who walks with the zipper of
pants without closing. With the open fly.

la casa pierde y se rie
" The House loses and laughs " It is similar to what we say in Colombia, " Fattening the pig ".  In both cases is to say
that those who manage games or casinos, houses occasionally leave customers win good amounts, in order to attract
more players and increase their coffers.  It is to encourage problem gambling.

la cetra
It was an ancient Greek shield, made with tempered nerves and leather.

la coronela
In Colombia is a colloquial way of calling the spouse, in reference to that is who has the voice of control in the home. 
Also sometimes told my Sergeant.  Authoritarian, bossy.

la coruña
In Spain, it is the name of a City and a Province.  It is also the name of an estuary (Ría del Burgo) and a comarca in the
same Autonomous Region of Galicia.  The generalized name is A Coruña or Coruñesa, although Brigantino (a),
Herculino (a) and Cruñés (a) are also used.   The word can mean crown or high place.  Name of a Spanish football team
and an avenue in Mexico City. 

la dorada
In Colombia it is the name of a Municipality of the Department of Caldas and that is port on the Magdalena River. 



Without the item, gold, means it has gold color, gold color.  It is also the name of several species of edible fish.  In
Colombia a kind of river gilthead is also called mahi mahi.  Its scientific name is Brycon moorei and belongs to the family
Characidae.  There is also sea bream, also known as paraic, dolphin fish, yampúa, Its scientific name is Coryphaena
hippurus, family Coryphaenidae.  In Spain they call the Sparus aurata of the Sparidae family golden.  It is also known as
a shoe.  Other species of cyclides, especially ornamental ones are also called golden. 

la dui
the dui is incorrectly written, and should be written as "DUI" being its meaning:<br>It is the abbreviation for Driving
Under Influences ( Driving under influences ). It is the criminal act of driving a vehicle while under the effects of the
consumption of alcohol or drugs. It is a serious offence.

la dui
the dui is incorrectly written, and should be written as "DUI" being its meaning:<br>It is the abbreviation for Driving
Under Influences ( Driving under influences ). It is the criminal act of driving a vehicle while under the effects of the
consumption of alcohol or drugs. It is a serious offence.

la erminia
It is the name of an opera composed by Edward Jacobowski.  It is a german woman's name, meaning woman
consecrated to God.  There is also the Herminia variant.  Name of an asteroid. 

la española
Name of a Caribbean island, discovered and named after Christopher Columbus.  She was discovered on her first trip. 
It currently corresponds to the territories of Haiti and the Dominican Republic.  It has also been known as Hispaniola
(French and Latin), Ispayola (Haitian Creole) or Haiti (meaning mountainous land), Bohío, Quisqueya, Baneque or
Babeque and the most used Santo Domingo.  Name of a traditional and famous bakery chain in Bogotá. 

la estiba
Usually wooden stand, used to place various packages or boxes that allow its lifting simultaneously. Guacal. Part of a
boat or ship. Dunnage, which accommodates some orderly ( 41 charges.

la eunomia
In Greek mythology, it was one of the Hours.  She was the daughter of Temis and Zeus.  It was called The Good Law,
which for the Romans was Discipline (also social order).  Eunomia is used as a woman's own name. 

la felicidad
It is the name of a song performed by Palito ortega, Argentine singer, actually called Ramón Bautista Ortega.  The full
emotion.  In philosophy, Aristotle is the Eudaimonia or self-realization.  Other thinkers consider happiness as the
intellectual and physical and for some pleasure is self-sufficiency.

la flora
In Biology and Botany it is the set of plants that exists in a certain geographical region.  In Colombia it is the name of a
town, near Cali, in the Department of Valle.  Without the article, Flora is named after several American towns in the
states of Oregon, Mississippi, Illinois and Indiana.  They also exist in Norway, the Philippines and Suriname.  Flora is
also the name of an asteroid and is the name of Woman of Latin origin, it can mean beautiful as a flower or also
vegetation.  Name of a Fairy.  Name of a military camouflage pattern. 



la fluctuación
It refers to changes or modifications that has some thing.  Alteration, variation, swing, changes, hesitation, doubt,
hesitation, moving.

la fringilla
Fringilla is the name of a genus of birds in the family Fringillidae.  They are known as finches.  The Friingilla is an
asteroid. 

la gamonal
The Gamonal is a peak or mount located close to Oviedo, in Spain, which has an altitude of 1710 meters. The difficulty
to scale is low, making it palatable for beginners.

la garduña
It is a carnivorous mammal, nocturnal habits. It is very similar to the marteja or weasel. It is the family Mustelidae and is
very fierce. Your skin is very appreciated by the softness of the fur. Its scientific name is ( Tuesday foina ) is found in
Europe and Central Asia.

la geria
The correct term is La Geria.  It is the name of an area or region in Lanzarote, Canary Islands.  It is a very beautiful
natural area, volcanic landscapes and where the vine is cultivated a lot. 

la glorieta
The roundabout is the name that is given in Colombia to a roundabout or Round Point ( bad hispanicized in rompoi )
criss-cross circular way.

la gonosis
I think the consultation is about gummy, with m.  It is a type of disease that suffers many fruit trees and especially citrus. 
It manifests with the appearance of stains or parts with gummy substances.  It is promoted by the high humidity and the
action of fungi of the genus Phytophthora.  They produce the little development of the fruits, fall of the fruits and drying of
branches and leaves.

la helena
Name of a Colombian town, which belongs to the municipality of La Mesa, in the Department of Cundinamarca.  Name
of a viewpoint in Ibagué, located on the road that communicates with the Corregimiento de San Bernardo.  Name of an
asteroid, named after Helen of Troy or Helen of Sparta (Greek Mythology). 

la hora de la navidad
When it says " Time the 34th Christmas; refers to the middle of the night, at 12 in the night, when changing the days.

la isara
Isara is more suitable.  It is the name of a river of France, tributary of the Rhone.  On behalf of French, it's Isere.  Born in
the Alps.  In ancient Celtic and Indo-European it means vigorous, fast, impetuous, alive.  The word Isiráh in Sanskrit has
the same meaning. 

la lampetia



She was one of the Heliades who personified The Light (Greek Mythology).  She was the daughter of Helios and the
Nymph Neera.  He tended the flocks of Zeus.  Name of an asteroid . 

la ley
In Colombia it is a way of referring to the police. 

la luscinia
It is a Latin expression meaning nightingale.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Muscicapidae.  It is also
used as the common name of that songbird.  They are known as nightingales.  It is also the name of an asteroid.  It is a
program to record, archive and analyze natural sounds, especially bird songs. 

la manada
Name or nickname that is given to a group of rapists in the Festival of san Fermin in Spain.

la mera neta
That only one of them.

la mesa
In Colombia is the name of a municipality that belongs to the Department of Cundinamarca.  It may also refer to a board
of directors of a corporation. 

la mimosa
is the name of a star belonging to the constellation of Southern Cross (Crux Australis).  It is also often called by
astronomers Beta Crucis or Becrux.  Other reference names are Beta Cru , HD 111123 or HR 4853 . It is called Mimosa
because it resembles the flower of the roosting. 

la nacionalidad de mushpa
the nationality of mushpa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Muchpa" as meaning:<br>It is an Ecuadorian
quechua word which means dumb, slow, lerdo, stupid.

la niña
Climatological phenomenon that especially affects South America and is characterized by a greater intensity of rainfall. 
Name of one of the caravels that accompanied Christopher Columbus on his travels.  Name of a Colombian television
series produced by CMO Producciones for Caracol Televisión (1916).  It stars Ana María Estupiñán and Sebastián
Eslava. 

la otra
Colloquial way to call the mistress in Colombia.  It's also called the waitress.

la otra cara de la moneda
It means the opposite, the other version or another form view or analyze things.  Counterpart, opponent, opposite.

la palabra aeternitas
Aeternitas is a Latin word which means eternity.



la palabra ahe
Ahe, is the name of an atoll in French Polynesia. It is part of the commune of Manihi, in the Toamotu Islands.

la palabra comensalidad
It is the quality of a diner. The diner is every one of the people who eat at the same table or in the same restaurant.
People who regularly eat at the same table or in the same place for a long time. Relationship of commensalism between
animals.

la palabra condominios
It is a gated comunity, where there are several homes in co-ownership.  This property is shared by several people. 
Closed set of houses.  Co-ownership.  Domain or several people owned land.

la palabra gufa
It means cave, cave, underground Gallery.  It is a word of origin Gujarati (language Indo-aria).

la palabra nalgatorio
Coast Pacific Colombian nalgatorio mean big back, prominent buttocks.

la palabra renundara en beneficio de su hijo
It is the correct term in the expression result being as "it is in interest of your child".  It means that actions taken by the
father or mother will benefit indirectly to his son.  It will benefit, benefit, help, improve, dispense.

la palabra teocuitlatl
It is a word of Nahuatl language.  It means "The shit of the gods", "excrement of the gods".  Nothing more appropriate for
aborigines to call gold.

la palabra tepanaualistli
the word tepanaualistli is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tepanahuializtli" as meaning:<br>The correct term
is Tepanahuializtli. It is a word in Nahuatl language. It means taunting, taunting as well.

la palabra varo
In some countries of Central America and the Caribbean means money, especially cash.  Well, money, silver, cash. 
Currencies of a peso, monetary unit.

la palabra xilofaga
The word xilofaga means that you eat wood.  It comes from the Greek prefix Xylos, xylom (wood) and phagos (eat, eat). 
There are many species of which are xylophagous insects (termites, termites, moths, beetles) and there's even a marine
species (teredo) and up to mammalian (castor).

la palabrea alaja
The correct term is jewelry, with intermediate h.  The little word jewelry is of Arab origin.  It is one of the many words of
our Spanish language of Moorish roots.  It means jewel, ornament, brooch, dressing, gem.

la parca



It is the singular of the fates. In Roman mythology, the fates ( in latin Parcae ) they were the personifications of the
destiny or fate. They controlled the metaphorical thread of life of every mortal and immortal from birth to death. Even the
gods feared the fates: the own Jupiter was subject to his power. Their Greek equivalents were the Moirae and the Norns
in Norse mythology of the Northern Germanic peoples. The fates are the goddesses of destiny.

la paz
Name of a city in Bolivia.  Administrative Capital of Bolivia.  Name of a Department of Bolivia.  Name of a city of Mexico
in the State of Baja California Sur and of a Colombian locality in the Department of Cesar, which belongs to the
municipality of Robles and is part of the Metropolitan Area of Valledupar.  Name of a municipality of Colombia in the
Department of Santander (Belongs to the province of Vélez).  Name of an asteroid . 

la plata
Name of a town and municipality in the Huila Department, Colombia.  Name of a city in Argentina .  Name of a South
American river and estuary, between Uruguay and Argentina, it is formed by the Paraná and Uruguay rivers.  Name of
an asteroid (1029).  It is also designated 1924 RK by astronomers. 

la shigra
It's an indigenous bag, backpack.  Usually hand-woven with vegetable fibers.  Bag, backpack, jíquera. 

la tacita de plata
Also is a way of referring to Medellín in Colombia.  It means something very dear or dear.  Of great importance and
relevance.

la tarara
It is the name of a poem and a children's song, written by Federico García Lorca.  It means crazy, without trial, crazy,
insane, disturbed.

la tesela
It is the name of a small piece of stone, terracotta or colored glass that is used to make a mosaic.  Constitutive part or
element of a tile .

la trakalosa
The correct term is the Trakalosa.  It is the name of a band of popular music based in Monterrey ( 41 Mexico;.

la u
Party politician for Colombia.  Supposedly the party of unity.  Colloquial students to refer to the University abbreviation.
In chemistry, the U is the symbol of the uranium.

la victoria
Roman goddess who personifies triumph.  She was the daughter of Styx, an Oceanid and sister of Potestas, Vis and
Invidia.  Name of an asteroid, named after the Roman goddess.  In Colombia it is the name of a municipality of the
Department of Caldas, the name of a locality of the Municipality of El Colegio (or Mesitas del Colegio), in the
Department of Cundinamarca and that of a Barrio del Sur of Bogotá. 

la yota



It is an edible fruit.  It is produced by the chayotera, guatila or papa de pobre (names given in central Colombia).  This
term is used in the Department of Santander.  In some regions of Colombia, especially in the Coffee zone, it is called
citron, pataste, patastillo, hedgehog or güisquil.  In Brazil it is called chuchu.  In Mexico it is called chinchayote or
chayote.  Its scientific name is Sechium edule and it belongs to the Cucurbitaceae family.  Also in the Caldense region it
is a corn dough from which soups are made.  

labajeño
It means that it is native to Labajos a Spanish town in the Province of Segovia. 

labajeño, ña
It means native to Labajos, a Spanish municipality in the Province of Segovia.  Related to Labajos . 

labativa
The correct term is an enema.  It means bath, cleaning, washing, laxative, help, enema.  It also tells you enema to a bit
or bag with a hose and a tube inserted in the year to washed intestinal or rectal.  Process or action to apply an enema or
rectal washing.

labdaco
He was in mythology the grandfather of Oedipus, father of Laius.  He was King of Thebes.  The word as such, in ancient
Greek, means lame. 

labia
In Colombia it means eloquence, ease to express yourself verbally, conversation, fluency, facundia. 

labial
It can mean relative to the lips.  In Colombia it is also the same as blush, lipstick, cosmetic that women use to paint their
lips.  In Phonetics and Linguistics, it is pronounced with the lips. 

labio
It is the name given to each of the fleshy ridges of the mouth, external and mobile in most mammals.  There are two: the
upper and the lower.  It is also usually called this way each of the fleshy folds of the vagina, the female sexual organ. 
They are divided into external or superior and internal or minor. 

labios
Plural lip .  It is the name of the fleshy ridges of the mouth, external and mobile in most mammals.  There are two: the
upper and the lower.  They are also often referred to as the fleshy folds of the vagina, the female sexual organ.  They
are divided into external or superior and internal or minor. 

labiudo
It means thick or large, fleshy lips.  Who has prominent or large lips. 

labnranza
The correct term is tillage.  It means sowing, cultivation, ploughing, fallow, tillage, planting.  Work carried out by the
farmer, the farmer.



laborterapia
It is a type of therapies, by performing work or work.  Use of work as therapy in mental treatment processes. 

labradas
It means they have sizes or have been hand-molded.   It is inflection of tilling, which means growing, plowing, carving,
molding.  They have required some work or work. 

labrador
In Colombia it means worker, peasant, worker and farmer.  The person who tills the land.  It is also a breed of dog also
known as retriever, labrador retriever, labrador labrador Retriever or collector.  It is native to Canada and is considered
the most popular in the world.  It is also the name of a peninsula of Canada, which is located between the Atlantic
Ocean and Hudson Bay.  It is also the name of a sea, between the same Canadian region and Greenland.

labrando
It is an inflection of styling.  It means carve, shape, form, make, build, plant, plant, cultivate, plowing, forge, emboss,
work.

labrantía
It means that they are land suitable to be cultivated.  Productive land, land that facilitates fieldwork, land suitable for
agriculture. 

labranza
Work done by the labrador.  Field or cultivated place.  Cultivation, plowing, planting, fiping.

labresto
It is one of the names given in Spain to pampirlo or jaramago.  It is one of the common names of a vegetable or leafy
vegetable.  There are three different species: Eruca vesicaria , Diplotaxis tenuifolia and Diplotaxis muralis .  They belong
to the brassicaceae family.  It is also often called arugula, ruca, caterpillar, ruqueta, pampitlo, arugula and jaramago. 

laburar
It means working.  Exercise a certain trade, fulfill the assigned tasks.  It is a term used in Uruguay and Argentina. 

laburo
It is a term widely used in Argentina.  In lunfardo work, work, exercise a trade or profession, doing a task (usually heavy
or ruda).  Chanfa, camel, places, Russia (in Colombia), slaughter, effort.  It comes from the latin laburar (work).  From
Italian lavorare.

lacas
It is the plural of lacquer.  Beauty products used as hair clips.

lacayo
Character of service, Assistant, servant or servant.

lacayote



It is the name that in Bolivia they give to a climbing plant of the family Cucurbitaceae, of edible fruits.  In Argentina and
Chile it is also known as whose or cayote.  Elsewhere it is known as chiclayo, chilacayote , bolo , pumpkin, cider, vitoria,
zambo.  Its scientific name is Cucurbita ficifolia .  With it you can prepare soups or sweets.  In Colombia we call it bolo,
vitoria or pumpkin.

lacazan
The proper term is lacazan, with tilde.  It is a term of the Galician language.  To say vague, gandul, lazy lazy.  Person to
kill time, to do something productive.  It is a type or brand of red wine elaborated by Bodegas Peixes in Viana do bun
House in Ourense.

lacera
It is an inflection of lacerate or lacerate it does hurt, hurt, hurt, scraping, skinning, damage, it rips, harm.  Cause
lacerations or abrasions.

laceraciones
Means wounds, scratches.

lacerar
It means damage, hurt, impair, injure, violate, atribular, tear, torment.

lache
Lache is incorrectly written and should be written as "Lache or Laches." being its meaning:<br>Lache is the singular of
Laches. The tribe Lache or better known as Los Laches, was an Aboriginal village that was settled in the vicinity of the
former Bogotá savannah. They belonged to the Chibcha family. There is currently a district of Bogotá called Los Laches,
is on the slopes of the Hill of Monserrate.En French language means cowardly, loose.

lachesis
In Biology and Herpetology it is the name of a genus of snakes.  They belong to the family Viperidae.  They are called
mute bells.  In Greek Mythology it was one of the Moiras, the one who throws away luck.  It corresponds to Tenth in
Roman Mythology.  She was the daughter of Nix and Erebus, and was the sister of the Moiras, Atropos, and Clotho. 
Name of an asteroid ( 120 ) 

laciniada
In Botany is a type of leaf that is divided into narrow strips.  It can also be called ripping.

lacio
Referred to the hair, which is long, straight and falls loose.  It has no undulations or curls.  It is also the name of a
Region of Central Italy, bordering the Tyrrhenian Sea.  It means flat terrain, plain, plain, plan. 

laco
In Ancient Greece it was the pit of sacrifices to divinities of the underworld or the averno.  Lagar, vessel where the must
of the winery is collected. 

laconada
It means it's shaped like a lacon or it looks like a lacon.  It is a product of pork, made with the forelegs of a pig.  Name of



a typical Galician dish.  Served with potatoes, chorizos and pnaceta. 

laconia
Region of Ancient Greece, whose capital was Sparta.  It was also called Lacedemony.

lacorra
Lacorra in Caló or Gypsy language means woman, waitress and lacorrilla means girl, little girl.  However, in various
places lacorra, loaned term of the gypsy language, is used to designate a prostitute.  If it were La Corra, as well
separated, it is the name of a locality in Guriezo, Cantabria,

lacoste
It's a French last name.  Surname of a French tennis player of the last century, called René Lacoste.  It is the name of a
French company that is dedicated to the production of luxury clothing items, founded by the aforementioned tennis
player.  Its logo is a green crocodile.  Name of a locality in the United States (State of Texas).  Name of two French
communes in Hérault and Vaucluse. 

lacón
It is a meat product made with the front legs of a pigss.   Cured front legs of the pig. 

lacónica
It means summarized, brief, concrete, concise, simple, condensed, short.  No frills.  

lacónico
It refers to a type of language which does not show any excitement or feeling.  Sober, parco, serene or plain language. 
A judge's own language.  Concise, brief.

lacra
In Colombia it means the worst, most evil.  Scab, scab, dirt, scar, prejudice, damage, Vice, defect, prejudice, brand,
signal, stigma, footprint.

lacrado
It's a sealing inflection.  It means hurting, damaging, damaging, causing injury.  Injured, damaged, injured, mistreated.

lacrarán
It's a scourge of scourge.  It means sealing or finishing the cover of an envelope with a drop of wax or with a special
marquilla.  It can mean pointing, marking, staining, harming.

lacre
It is a paste or gum based on rosin and turpentine, is used to place it as a safety seal.

lacrimógeno
It means it produces tears, which makes you cry.  It usually refers to a gas that affects the airways and makes you cry.



lacrosse
It is a type of sport similar to Field Hockey but unlike this the ball is transported on a stick endowed with a mesh or net
and not on the ground.  It was invented by American Aboriginal people.  The teams consist of 10 players. 

lactancia
It is the period or stage of motherhood in which a mother directly supplies power to your baby.  Supply of breast milk,
breastfeeding.

lactantes
Plural infant .  It is breastfeeding or breast-feeding (it is valid both for the lactating mother, as well as for the baby or
child who is breastfed).  It means he drinks milk.  That it still lactates or is breastfed.  Mammals, dairy farmers.  Babies
sucking.  Breastfeeding mothers.

lacte
It is an inflection of milk.  It means to give milk.  breastfeeding, breastfeeding.

lacteos
The indicated is dairy, always with an accent.  Plural of dairy .  Relating to milk.  They are white.  Milk products .  They
contain milk. 

lactobacillus bifidum
It means branched lactose bacilli.  It is a class of bacilli present in the stomachs of most mammals that aid the digestion
of milk. 

lactona
In Chemistry is a type of organic compound of cyclic esters.

lacustre
It means living or is related to the Lakes, which is located on a lake.  Marsh.

ladee
It is an inflection of ladear.  It means tilting, flip, skew, corner, move, India, divert, twisting, bypass,

ladera
It is the angle of a mountain part.  Also referred to as slope.  Part sloping topography.

ladinización
In Honduras is the way to call the process of transculturalization or transformation from indigenous to mestizo.  Loss of
indigenous cultural identity.

ladino
It was a Twisted Romance language spoken in the Dolomite Region in Northern Italy (Antigua Retia).  Religious
language of the Sephardic.  In Central America, half-breeds are called ladino who speak only Spanish.  In Colombia it is
a surname of Spanish origin.  It can also mean slutty, shrewd, pillo, bellaco, cunning, rogue, rascal, cheating.



ladislao
It is a name of Slavic origin male and means which governs with glory or honor.  Name of two legendary football players
called: Ladislao Kubala (International with three major football teams: Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Spain) and Ladislao
Mazurkiewicz, famous Uruguayan goalkeeper.

lado de hoz
It is a metallic, curved and sickle with Cape, which is used to reap wheat or barley.  When it says " 34 sickle side; refers
to the internal or cutting part of the sickle.  Side of the edge.  Cutting part of the sickle.

ladoga
It is the name of a Russian lake located near the border with Finland in Carelia.

ladrillo
It is a construction element consisting of a polyhedron whose base is a rectangle.  Solid geometric body is made of
pressed and baked clay for construction.  Product of the brick or cubiertec.  Brick, block, briquette.  In Colombia we use
the term also to indicate something that is pesky, annoying, heavy or causing disgust.

ladrillón
Augmentative brick.  Large brick.  Colloquially filler program that lacks importance and audience. 

ladronas
Plural in female thief.  Women who are engaged in stealing. 

ladrones
People who take things beyond. In Colombia with a sweet tooth, thieves, thieves.  pickpockets, Muggers, Gauls,
scammers and usurers.

ladronzuelo
Diminutive t derogatory of thief .  Small-time thief .  Boy who steals jewelry , things without much value . 

ladybug
It is one of the common names in English Parakeet, sarantontón, ladybug, vaquita from San Antonio, ground Dove,
coquito or catarina.  It is an insect belonging to the family Coccinellidae.  In English also receives the common names of
Cissy, sissy, ladycow or ladybird.

laetitia
It is a Latin name that is equivalent to Leticia.  Translate , "the one that brings happiness", "the one that brings joy" , joy
or happiness.  In Roman mythology it was another way to call Ceres the goddess of Agriculture.  In French and German
languages it is also variant of Leticia.  It is also the name of an asteroid. 

lagar
It is a punt-shaped excavation that is done on the rock, to crush the vine or other fruits.  Whisk or bowl where the grapes
are crushed and the must is obtained.



lagarero
Person who works in the winery (to obtain the sumo of the grape).  Person who is dedicated to obtaining the winery. 

lagarta
It can have 3 very different meanings.  It means prostitute, whore.  It can also be the female lizard.  Lizard is also the
name of a butterfly or moth and its caterpillars.  It is very harmful to crops and forest plantations (oaks, holm oaks and
cork oaks).  Its scientific name is Lymantria dispara and belongs to the family Erebidae (formerly Lymantriinae).  It is
also called gypsy moth and its caterpillars call them caterpillar, churrusco or hairy lizard.

lagarto
Animal belonging to the Suborder Lacertilia among reptiles.  In Central America it is another way to call the alligator and
the crocodile.  In Colombia he is a little academically prepared character who lives off the political favors, parasite of
society.  In Brazil, it is the name of a city in the State of Sergipe.  Name of the football team of that city.

lagash
lagash was the name of one of the oldest cities in Sumeria and later was from Babylon.  Today its ruins are a series of
mounds lined up.  Currently, it belongs to Iraq and is called Tell al-Hiba.

lageria
The correct term is La Geria.  It is the name of a zone or region in Lanzarote, Canary Islands.  It is a beautiful natural
area, volcanic landscapes and where the vine is grown much.

lagnia
It is a word of Greek origin.  It is used as a suffix .  In psychology it means lewd pleasure.  Fetish, paraphilia.  Name of a
village in Cameroon, located north of the territory. 

lago tititaca
Sea inside, height and freshwater in South America.  It is the highest navigable lake in the world and is located on the
border of Peru and Bolivia.  Sacred Lake of the incas.  In Quechua Titi is puma and grey POO, therefore means grey
puma.  Place where emerged the Dios Wiracocha Inca.  Some UFOlogists say that "Wiracocha emerged from a space
capsule and for Indians who were unaware of these devices, it seemed to a Cougar whose open mouth head appeared
the God".  On the island of the Sun (the largest in Lake Titicaca), there is a rock, sacred to the incas, which resembles
the head of a puma.

lagopode
The lagopode or lagopodo is another way to call the partridge nival.  Its scientific name is Lagopus muta and belongs to
the family Phasianidae .  It is very common in northern Europe and in all cold areas.

lagos
Name of the largest city in Nigeria.  Plural of lake .   It is also a surname of Spanish origin. 

lagrangea
It means dedicated to Lagrange, in honor of Lagrange, de Lagrange, in reference to the Italian physicist and
mathematician and residing in France, Joseph-Louis Lagrange or also Giuseppe Luigi Lagrangia or Lagrange.  Name of
an asteroid . 



lagundi
It is one of the common names of an aromatic and medicinal plant of Southeast Asia.  Its scientific name is Vitex
negundo and belongs to the family Lamiaceae.

lahar
In geology is the flow of sediment and ash mixed with water coming down the slopes of a volcano.  They are the cause
of thousands of loss of life and immense economic damage.

laika
Name of the first living being put into orbit.  It was a dog, launched by Russia on the ship Sputnik 2.  Generic name of
several breeds of dogs, originating in Russia and Siberia.  Name of a song by the Spanish group Mecano .  Compilation
of several gorillaz musical tracks.  Very common name used for dog pets.

lainos
lainos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Lainos" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Lainos. It is a
colloquial way of calling the guerrillas from the Jose Domingo Lain front in Arauca Department, Colombia.

lairenes
It tells lairenes to a type of grape Seville.  The word is of Arabic origin (layren).  In Venezuela lairen or the lairenes are
some plants that produce a few very similar to Potato tubers.  It is a specialty in Turmero, but appreciated in cuisine from
all over the country.  Papita, Creole papita, yellow papita.

laizar
Hoisting or Best Lai Zar is the name of a LOCALIDASD from Myanmar (formerly Burma).

laja
It is the way to call a rock liza, flat and thin.  It can be used to make floors or build roofs.  Slate.  Slice, slice, fish market. 
Rock or laminar mineral and of little thickness usually of limestone or shale. 

lajerío
Place where slabs or slabs abound. 

lajero
In Colombia, it means land full of lajas, stony, bad for farming.  Arid, rocky terrain.  Lajerio.

lake
It is not the Spanish language but English language word and means Lake.

lakshmi
Lakshmi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Lakshmi." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Lakshmi. 
The name of the goddess of wealth and prosperity in Yoga and Hindu culture.

lalage
It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Campephagidae.  They are known as orugueros or trullos.



lalage-
It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Campephagidae.  They are known as cuckoos or trulli.  It is also the name
of an asteroid (822).  It has also been named 1916 ZD, 1943 EJ1, by astronomers.  It is a woman's name of Greek origin
and means babbling, the one who babbles.  Who has a hard time talking.  

lalo
In Colombia it is also a familiar and affectionate way of calling those who have the names of male Orlando and Eduardo.
 The artistic name of a Colombian reguetón singer who is part of the group Tropical Minds.  Its full name is Eduardo
Mario Ebratt Troncoso .  It is well known as Lalo Ebratt.

lalomania
It is the tendency to talk too much, to be talkative or talkative.  Talkativeness, ease of speaking.  Verbiage. 

lalorrea
In Psychiatry it is the same as verbose or logory.  It's talking all the time.  Person of unstoppable verbal expression,
tireless speaking, incessant.  Way of speaking of the saltigrade patient or ideofugitive thinking.

lama
Dark green silme that is deposited at the bottom of stagnant water or gentle currents.  It is usually formed from
filamentous algae.  Humidity.  Buddhist priest of great preparation, teacher.  In Architecture it is a way of calling a
Venetian curtain, flat and elongated piece that serves to control the luminosity. 

lamber
In Colombia, it means lavish praise for a profit.  Flatter, lick, flatter and flatter.

lambi
It is the name of a shelled mollusk, also called conch, shovel snail, botuto, pink snail, jututu or sea conch.  Its scientific
name is Strombus gigas (or also Lobatus gigas) and belongs to the family Strombidae.  With its shell musical
instruments are made.  It is edible. 

lambisquiones
It is the same as lambiscones, lambucios, lambones, lamedores. It means glommers, servile, fawning. Vulgarly toady.

lambona
In Colombia, it means a person or woman who dedicates himself or herself to extolling others, pretending to obtain
some benefit.  Flatterer, lambiscona, tyrants, lambucia, flattery, servile, lickers (vulgar), flattery. 

lamboneria
In Colombia it is the characteristic and way of acting of lambón or zalamero.  Zalamería.

lambonería
In Colombia, tendency to flatter too much. 

lambón



In Colombia he is an over-flattering person.  Usually his performance is intended to profit from those who flatter him.  In
Spain and especially in Galicia, it means tragón, which eats a lot. 

lambrañudo
You mean person in disgrace.  Beggar, pedigree, needy, ragged.  Person who requires the charity of others to survive. 
Beggar. 

lambrera
It is the cover of a brat made of wire.  Fire bell. 

lambrija
It means too thin, too skinny, starving.  It also means worm. 

lambroto
Although its best definition is person of exquisite palate or refined eating, it can also mean comelon, gluttonous, sweet,
tragón. 

lambuciento
It is a term used in Colombia and Venezuela, especially in the Llanos, which means hungry, garoso, golozo.  Who eats
too much.  Glutton.  It can also mean greedy, stingy.  It derives from the word lambuza, which is a way of calling the fox
or raposa or a long-snouted dog. 

lambucio
It means that he is treated by sweets or sweets.  He eats a lot of treats or sweets.  Also that he eats too much.  Sweet
tooth , gulusmero , swallow , lick , laminero , sweet , gluttonous , owl , lambrucero . 

lambuza
It means long snout.  That also come with exaggeration.  Tragona, comelona, golosa.  By extension meddlesome,
gossip and talkative person.

lambuzo
It is the name of a few restaurants, taverns and bars of various sites in Spain.  In Madrid there are several.  The Word as
such means comelon, glutton, greedy, greedy, Gargantua, voracious.  Avid.  good appetite.  That it suffers from gluttony.

lamda
It is the name of the eleventh letter of the Greek alphabet.  It's equivalent to our L.  In Physics represents the distance
between two points in a repeating wave.  Wavelength .  It can also be the radioactive constant of an isotope. The term
Lamda is used in many branches of science.  For example, in Medicine, lambda is the craniometric point located at the
intersection of sagittal suture and lambdoid suture.  In Cosmology it is the Cosmological Community (Albert Einstein's
Theory of Relativity).  In Microbiology it is a type of viurs (Fago lamda ) used to replicate DNA.  In Astronautics, type of
Japanese rockets.  It is also used in Chemistry, Metametics, etc.  

lamentatos
It means regrets, complaints, moans.  Heartbreaking testimonies of people suffering to the extreme.



lamentos
Plural of Lamento.  Expression that reflects a lot of pain or suffering.  Complaint, moan, weeping, sobbing, whininging,
groaning.

lamer
It means touching, rosar tongue, taste.  Lengüetear, lamiscar, smacking, sucking, lamber.

lameruzo
In Spain ( Segovia ) .  He eats a lot of treats and sweets.  Sweet tooth, gluttonous. 

lamgara
lamgara is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Langara" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Langara
and better yet Langara College. It is the name of a College of Vancouver, Canada.

lamia
It is a name of Arab origin that means beautiful, beautiful, cute.  In Greek mythology was the name of a daughter of
Libya and Poseidon, hence sister ofGenor and Belo.  She was characterized by being a terrible seducer.  Generic name
for a monster or scare.  Name of an ancient city of Thessaly.  It is also a way to call the Zambeze shark, bull shark,
Zambezi shark or Sardinian.  Name of two Latin American airlines.  The name of a genus of coleoptera of the family
Cerambycidae .  Also lamia is the name of an Asteroid.

laminero
It means that he is treated by sweets or sweets.  He eats a lot of treats or sweets.  Sweet tooth , street , gulusmero ,
lambucio , lamerón , laminero , dulcero , gluttonous , owl , lambrucero .  . 

lamngen
It is a cordial treatment among people in mapuche language.  You mean brother or sister. 

lamparazo
In Colombia in a colloquial manner is a way to call a hit in one eye and leaving a purple.  Dancefloor, Columbian, purple.
 Hit with a floor lamp.

lamparilla
It is a diminutive of lamp.  Small flashlight, flashlight.  Name of a popular song in rhythm of Hall, played by Julio Jaramillo
(Ecuador).  In liturgy is a candle that is permanently lit in a Tabernacle.

lamparo
lamparo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Lamparon" as meaning:<br>Colombia uses the term lamparon,
which means purple caused by a punch or a punch. We also say if the lamparon is " having the Columbian eye " in one
eye.

lampazo
It is a way of calling the trapero or trapeadora in Venezuela.  MOP, MOP, MOP.  Element of toilet to wash and clean the
floor.



lampedusiana
It can mean relative to Lampedusa an Italian island in the Mediterranean (in the Pelagias archipelago).  It's from
Lampedusa.  It can also be relative to Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa, Duke of Montichiaro, an Italian writer of the
twentieth century.  He emphasized his writings to the cynicism of the adherents to the Old Regime, after the Italian
unifying and revolutionary triumph.  Also this adjective is synomino of gatopardism or gatopardist. 

lampedusiano
It may mean relative to Lampedusa, an Italian island in the Mediterranean (in the Pelagia archipelago).  A native of
Lampedusa.  It may also be relative to Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa, Duke of Montichiaro, a twentieth-century Italian
writer.  He emphasized in his writings the cynicism of the adherents of the Ancien Régime, after the unifying and
revolutionary triumph of Italy.  This adjective is also synonymous with gatopardismo or gatopardista. 

lampiñas
It means they lack a beard.  Smooth face and no hairs.

lampiño
To say that it lacks of beard, that has no beard, beardless, carilampino, carenino, pelon.

lampiño o glabro
Lampiño or glabro means devoid of hairs.  No hairs .  without pelambre . 

lampio
It's a rare male name.  It was the name of a Bishop of Catalonia.  The name is believed to be of Greek origin, variant of
Olympia and indicates that it comes from Olympia.

lampo
It means glow, momentary brightness, muzzle flash, lightning, lightning, glare, brightness, Flash, blink.

lampuga
It is one of the common names for a sea fish.  Also known as parakeet, dolphinfish, yampua, sandal, llampuki, llampuga.
Its scientific name is Coryphaena hippurus, family Coryphaenidae. 

lampuzo
It is synonymous with bold, daring, scoundrel. In Peru and Chile is used to determine the soil prepared to grow,
especially with lampa ( a kind of spade or hoe ).

lana
In Mexico it means money, silver, currency.  It's the name of the sheep's fur.  Natural fiber used to make fabrics.  It is
also a majority woman's name in English.  Its Gaelic origin is presumed as a variant of Ailín, which means small rock.  It
is also considered as a variant of the name Helen, of Greek origin and meaning bright woman, the brightest, bright light. 
Stage name of an American actress (Lana Turner), whose real name was Julia Jean Mildred Frances Turner. 

lancanes
Plural of lancán .  In the Philippines it is a type of large vessel generally used for the transport of cargo and almost
always towed. 



lancaster
It is the name of a city in the United Kingdom.  It is also the name of several cities in the United States (States of Ohio,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Massachusetts and California).  It is also a surname of English origin.

lancán
In the Philippines it is a type of large vessel generally used for the transport of cargo and almost always towed. 

lance
It is an inflection of launch.  It means throwing.  Lance is also a name of male in English.  In Spanish is synonymous with
fact, event, event, incident.  It also means luck, play, meeting, rina, duel.

lanceoladas
In Botany it is a class of leaves according to its shape.  It means they have spear shape or better spearhead. 
Ellipse-shaped and one end more rated than the other.   .

lancer
It is an English word meaning Lancer.  Special member of the army.

lances
Plural of lance.  It means event, event, fact, incident, trance, episode, luck, move.  Challenge, encounter, feud, rina.

lanceta
Diminutive and derogatory of spear .   Throwing Sharp Weapon.  A small, thin spear that is thrown using a bow.  Arrow,
dart.  It is also called flecha, flecha pequeña or flechita (a common tendency of Colombians to use diminutives).  An
implement used in medicine to make small incisions or to remove foreign bodies.  Sharps .  Pointed object. 

lancha
In Colombia it means small boat with outboard engine.  Chalupa, yacht, boat Johnson, ship, boat, canoe, boat, barge,
bongo, falca.  In Colombia in a colloquial manner, is told to boat and ship a car or expensive car or high-end.  The boat
is also the name of a song performed by the Duet of yesteryear.

lancheros
Plural of lanchero .  It means a person driving a boat.  In Colombia it is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a
very strong union in Turbo (Antioquia).

lancho
In Colombia is a form of call mount pig.

lancho o puerco manao
They are two of the common names given in Colombia to chigueiro, carpenter or capibara, especially on the Middle
Magdalena and the Atlantic Coast.  Its scientific name is Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris and belongs to the family Cavidae. 

landa



Landa is a surname of great Spanish climber cyclist.  Means land, territory.  It is a formation of little or low vegetation. 
Scrub, stubble, malecero.  Territories dedicated to grazing.  It is the name of a Council of the province of Alava, Basque,
Spain country.  Beach of Vitória.  Landa or better Lambda, is the name of the eleventh letter of the alphabet Greek,
equivalent to the L of the Spanish.

landauíta
It is the name of a mineral, which is an oxide containing magnesium, iron, titanium.  It is a dark, opaque and translucent
crystal.  It is slightly radioactive, and it can have trace amounts of lead.  Landauita can also be the name of those born in
Landau, which is the name of some German towns in the Rhineland and Bavaria.  Born, resident or related to Landau
(Germany).

landless
You mean stripped of the earth, dispossessed, without land.  Who lost his land.

landrú
Surname of a famous French serial killer.  His full name was Henri Désiré Landru.  It was also known as The Bluebeard
of Gambais, The French Bluebeard or the modern Bluebeard.  Pseudonym of a graphic humorist of Argentine origin and
whose real name was Juan Carlos Colombres. 

langara
Langara is incorrectly written and it should be written as Langara being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Langara is a
Spanish second surname.   Surname of Spanish origin.  As noun means hypocritical, overlapping, taimado, false, a
farce, Simulator.  Without tittle is the name of a secondary school in Vancouver, Canada.

langaruto
In Colombia and especially in the coffee, it means very skinny and lanky, starving, stunted, skeletal.

langita
It means born or resident in the town of Lang in the State of Styria (Austria)

languidece
It's a languishing inflection.  It means decaying, weakening, getting fatigued, exhausting, falling down.

languido
The correct term is languid, always with tilde.  It means weak, despondent, exhausted, discouraged.

languidos
langu is incorrectly written, and should be written as 'langu."being its meaning:<br>The correct term is langu.  It means
weak, weakened, declined, exhausted, tired, discouraged, depressed, desganado, emaciated, starved.

langusa
It means hungry, famiso, hambrona, skinny, avid, anxious, sweet.  By greedy extension, stingy, petty, greedy.

langusiento



It means pale, jipato, skinny, scrawny, lombriciento, sickly.  it is a way of calling a person of sick appearance and who
consumes a lot of treats.  Glutton. 

languso
It means hungry, starving, hambron, Avid, eager, greedy.  By extension miserly, stingy, mean-spirited, greedy.

laniakea
In astronomy it is the name of the Local Supercluster in which we find ourselves.  It is the supercluster of galaxies that
hosts the Milky Way and approximately 100,000 other nearby galaxies.  It is a word of Hawaiian origin that means
immeasurable skies. 

lanie
Lanie is a female name, the name of a muneca.la Word Lanie in Polish means, spanking, spanking, spanking, slap,
slap.

lanodo
LaNODO, is the name of a chain of stores in Italy, with headquarters in Taranto.  It is specialized in gifts.

lantano
Lanthanum is the name of a chemical element that belongs to the rare earth group.  Its symbol is La and its Atomic
Number 57.  The term is of Greek origin and means hidden, hidden. 

lantaron
It is the official name in Basque Country of a spanish municipality of the Province of Álava, in the Basque Country.  In
Spanish his name is Lantarón. 

lantén
It is one of the common names given to the plantain or plantago plant.  Receives many other common, as for instance
names: canaryseed, ryegrass, hemp seed, five veins, gypsy girl Hare ear.  It is a medicinal plant.  The scientific name is
Plantago major and belongs to the family Plantaginaceae.

lanudo
You have a lot of hair or wool.  In Mexico, wealthy, dish, rich.  It is one of the names by which the Woolly Monkey
(Lagotrix poeppigii) is known.  He lives in Ecuador, Peru, Brazil and Colombia.  It is also known as silver spider monkey,
woolly, silver woolly, silver ateles, or silver spider.  It belongs to the family Atelidae. 

lanugo
The correct term is Lanugo.  It is the name given to a very fine body hair, which grows in the absence of fat.  veils of the
fetus.  Villi that cover to the newborn.

lanús
Lanús is the name of a football team of Argentina: Club Atlético Lanús.  they say the garnets for the color of his shirt. 
Lanús is a city in the province of Buenos Aires ( Argentina ).  Must its name to Hipólito Anacarsis Lanús a famous and
very wealthy Argentine businessman.  Alejandro Lanús is an Argentine writer.



lanz
It is the name of a municipality and a village in Spain, belong to the Foral Community of Navarre.  In Basque it is also
called Lantz.  Abbreviation for release . 

lanza pequeña
Definition of lancet or lancet .

lanzada
In Colombia it means bold, daring, brave woman.

lanzagases
Element containing and can throw or throw gases.  Throwing or expelling gases.  Weapon or attachment containing
compressed gases .  Aerosol-containing containers.  Sprays, sprays or sprays. 

lanzapiedras
It can be an artifact or mechanism for throwing stone or pebbles.  It can also be a stone-throwing person.  Stonethrower,
rubber tapper, slingshot, arrow, spring.

lanzarse
It means propelled propel, proposed, promoted, promotion.  disposed of.

lanzazo
It means blow or wound caused with a spear.  In Colombia it means fast and accurate attack, also robbery (slamming to
remove something) or used as an expression to indicate risk, reckless attack, risk, adventure, luck, play, fearlessness,
daring, throwing.

lanzia
It means in honor of Lanz, dedicated to Lanz (surname of German scientist and botanist).  Lanzia is the name of a
genus of ascomycetous fungi in the family Rutstroemiaceae.  It is also the name of an asteroid (683).  It is named for
being dedicated to the German scientist and industrialist Karl Lanz. 

lanzia
It means in honor to Lanz, devoted to Lanz (surname of scientist and German botanist).   Lanzia is the name of a genus
of ascomycetous fungi of the family Rutstroemiaceae.

lanzón
Increased spear.  Weapon used by the vigilantes of the vineyards.  It is also the common name given to several species
of fish that are characterized by having an elongated body.  They belong to about 6 different fish families. 

lañas
You lañas, it is the plural of wool.  It is the name given to a piece of metal that attaches papers or fabrics.  Staple, clip,
hook.  Even biches or green coconut fruits.

laodamia



It is the name of several characters in Greek mythology.  The main ones are Laodamia, wife and widow of Protesilaus
the Prince of Thessaly, who died in the Trojan War.  She was the daughter of Acasto and Astidamia.  There was also
Laodamia, a daughter of Bellerophon (who killed Chimera and tamed Pegasus).  There were other women named
Laodamia.  Name of an asteroid 1011 and it was also named 1924 PK. 

laopè
Colloquial way of saying pelao in Colombia by exchanging the syllables. Means chachomu ( boy ) venjo ( young )
teadolescen ( 41 adolescent;

lapachero
It means swamp, muddy terrain, soil, excessively humid or saturated with water.  Fangal, mud, marsh. 

lapacho
It is one of the common names of a tree in Paraguay and Argentina.  It is also called Tabebuia, floramarillo, araguaney,
taji.  It belongs to the family Bignoniaceae and its scientific name is Tabebuia chrysantha.  it is considered a national
tree in Venezuela and Paraguay. 

lapelero
lapelero is incorrectly written and should be written as "the lapero or lapero." being its meaning:<br>I think that they
intended to ask for the lapero, or simply lapero. If it refers to a Hunter of limpets ( Agouti paca or Cunicullus paca ) it is a
small rodent, which in other regions of Colombia called Guagua. In Mexico they say PACA. Purpose in Colombia, the
llaneros to action of hunt called gathering shellfish and the product of hunting shellfish.

lapiaz
In Edafology and Topography, it is the same as lenar or limestone pavement.  It is a very irregular and steep soil class,
which is forming due to the action of the runoff waters. 

lapicera
It is another way of calling in some countries a pen or stylographer.  Female pen, mine holder. 

lapili
It is an incadescent material that throws the volcano, during an eruption.  They are fragments of lava spewed by an
erupting volcano.  The term lapilli is also used.  They are physically small stones of volcanic origin.  In the Canary
Islands, they are also called picón.  They generally form volcanic cones. 

lapis specularis
Specular seleitic gypsum stone, which is translucent.  It is also called a glass or mirror stone.  It also receives other
names such as: mirror, wolf stone, donkey mirror, moonstone, light stone, sapienza or shine.  It is of very old use. 

lapo
In Colombia it has two meanings: one is whiplash, beating or punishment violated with a whip or leash.  It also means
very strong downpo (water lapo). 

lapon
The correct term is grey.  It is an augmentative of lapo.  In Colombia means swipe with a whip.  Lash, lapo, fuetazo,



zurriagazo.  Sami or Samis is the name of a village or Norwegian ethnicity living in the Arctic.  Language of the Lapps. 
Born, resident or related to Lapland and Sápmi, in the Arctic.

lapso
Space of time.  Mistake.  Mean interval, period, time, stage, time, space, bug, typo, error, course, course, slip, neglect,
stumbling, setback, lack.  Lapsus.  Latin lapsus meaning slide, seguidilla.

laquis
Name of an ancient city of Judah.  It was located in Sephela and is now associated with the city of Tell ed-Duweir (Tel
Lakhish). 

lar
In Roman Mythology, divinity of the house or home.  Site of the house intended to light the fire for cooking or for heating.

lardo
It means fat, butter, fat, sebum.  Lipid, in Colombia we also say fat, bacon. 

lardón
It is a name given to a small strip or bucket of bacon, pork fat.  Mecha, pack-saddle, fried.

largada
In sporting terms is synonymous with output, starting, starter home.

largar
It means to give the exit or the departure (in a competition).  In Colombia it also means to let go.  Loosen a rope or a
handle slowly.  It can also be saying one thing with insolence and bad manners. 

largarse
Means go, leave, starting, disappear, leaving.

large
It is an English word which means big, wide, extensive, numerous, very large, very extensive.

largo
It means of great length.  It also means long lasting in time.  In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin. 

larguen
It is a long inflection, which means release, release, start. 

larguero
It is a piece of wood that is three meters or longer.  10 centimetres wide and 10 high or thick.   It is also a way to call the
transom of an arc for the practice of football.  Quadrant, head.  trim Kit, bar, baluster.



laricina
It is the name of a bitter-tasting, water-soluble substance found in coniferous plants of the genera Larice or Larix, known
as larches (of the Pinaceae family). 

larin
Larin is a surname in El Salvador and Canada.  Alexander Larín is Salvadoran and Clyde Larín Canadian, both are
outstanding players.  Both have figured in their national teams.

larraga
Larraga is a small village in the province of Navarre, Spain. It has about 2000 inhabitants and festivals of Corpus Christi
are very famous. Common surname in Navarra.

larrea
Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin and more exactly Basque.  Larrea is a Spanish Council of the municipality of
Barrundia in the province of Alava in Spain.  Larrea is an Argentine town in Buenos aires and the name of a railway
station.

larrin
larrín is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Larrín; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Larrín is a name
of English women. Character who played Jill Wagner in Stargate Atlantis.

larvas
Juvenile stage of an animal that has indirect development or which undergoes metamorphosis. They have totally
different from the adult Anatomy, Physiology, ecology and appearance. It is also used to describe tiny fish in their early
development faces. In Colombia we sometimes use the word larva to qualify an immature person or that he is a thug.

las dos
It means both, together.

las enéadas
Also called "The Six Enéadas" or simply "Enéadas", it is a collection of writings by Plotino, a Greek philosopher and
edited by his disciple Porfirio (In Ancient Greece).

las kellys
Used synonymously and is something derogatory maid, waitress, aseador.  Kelly is a name of English origin woman and
means the fighter.  Oil slang a Kelly is a type of attachment that is located on the rotary table and serves to align the
pipe inserted into the drilling of a well.

las olínticas
It is a set of three political speeches of Demosthenes in 349 a.  (C).  He gave them urging the defense of Olynthus (ally
of Athens), attack of the Macedonians.

las tic
The information technology and communication ( ICT ) they have one influence more and more in the way of
communicating, learning and life. For the UN and UNESCO ICT help to achieve universal access to education and



improve equality and the quality of the same; They also contribute to community development more quickly.

las tracalas
the tracalas is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Trácalas" being its meaning:<br>Dishonest people who
deceive and cheat others.  Timadoras, scammers.

lasa
At the educational level it is the acronym of the Latin American Studies Association.  It is an entity that promotes
communication and interaction between academics and intellectuals in the region.  There is the term Lhasa, with h
intermediate.  Lhasa is a breed of dogs of small size.  Lhasa is the name of the Forbidden City, the Capital of Tibet.

lasallista
It belongs to the community of San Juan Bautista de La Salle.  That belongs to the Brothers of La Salle.  Lasalista can
also be used.  That is part of the Brothers of the Christian Schools.  He is a student of the College of De La Salle or the
University of La Salle. 

lasca
It means chop, slice, Blade, slice, layer, laja.  Piece of rock that breaks in the form sheet.  Flat and thin piece that
emerges from a rock.  Each of the blades of a slate rock.

lasciba
The correct term is lewd.  It means voluptuous, libidinous, lustful.  lewd.  Little breed.  Impure.

lasciva
It means lustful, vicious, voluptuous, erotic, libidinous.

lascivo
It means voluptuous, lustful, lúbrico, libidinous, impudent, concupiscent, erotic, sinful.

laser
It is an optical device that generates a beam of light of a single frequency.  Monochrome beam of light. 

lasiaos}
lasiaos} is incorrectly written and should be written as "Lasiados or relaxers." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
lasiados. It means smooth, straightened, straight. It refers to the hair of the Indians to the Spanish found the Caribbean
upon arrival.

lasluisa
Lasluisa, is a common surname in the cities of Ambato and Latacunga and Santo Domingo in Ecuador.

lassen
It is the name of a park national volcanic of the United States, located north of California.  It has many hydrothermal
resources.



lastona
Bot. Laston plant. Lively perennial, with rigid, peloso stems in knots, long and narrow leaves and erect stems, arranged
in a panicle long and sparse. Rompebarrigas ( Brachypodium pinnatum ). It also tends to be a female name of little use.

lastra
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin (Asturian).  It is a word of Latin origin meaning stone elongated and flat.  I
was used for paving streets and roads.  Cobble, lasca, llasca, losa, yambria, slate.  It is an inflection of ballast.  Pave,
paving, cement.  Stone smooth and flat.

lastrada
Inflection of ballast, which means to lose quality or quantity.  Put or place greater weight, load .  Balanced.  It can also
mean supported, helped (who required support or help).  In Argentina in street language can mean eating, feeding or
fornicating. 

lastre
That weighs much, causing discomfort under their weight.  Load, weight counterbalance, impediment, obstacle,
difficulty, clog, brake, impediment.

lastres
Plural of laste.  It means weight, counterweight, load.  It also means impediment, hindrance, brake, obstacle, maturity,
poise, judgment, common sense.

lata
In Colombia we use the Tin term with several meanings.  It can be annoyance, nuisance, stinging, refrain, disgust,
boredom, brass.  tinplate, metal sheet, plate, container, pot, Bowl, jar and disgust.

lataces
Lataces is elmplural of Lataz ( in latin latax, meaning Otter ).  They are truly marine otters, its scientific name is Enhydra
lutris, lives in the North Pacific and is in the family Mustelidae.

latam
LATAM is the new symbol of national airlines of Chile, before LAN ( Today Latin America 41 air lines are called; after
buying other airlines, like for example Aires in Colombia.

latanero
It means that it belongs to the genus Latania, a kind of small Palms porte, calls arecas, palma areca, Royal Palm, dwarf
Palm or Palm fan.  Its scientific name is Latania loddigesii (blue Areca) or Latania lontaroides (Areca red).  They belong
to the family Arecaceae.  It is also the person who cultivates in nurseries dwarf palms.  It is also a way to call the natives
of Mauritius or the Mascarenes.

lated
Lated is an English word that means it's late.

latente
It means he's alive or exists even if he doesn't notice or manifest.  Hidden, hidden, asleep, undercover.  That at any time



it can arise or manifest itself.  Potential, secret, secluded. 

later
It is a word of the English language that means later, later, later, later, later, late, later, then.

lateral
Relative to one side , relative to one side .  In the game of some sports, it is the player who acts by the bands or sides. 
Acting on the end. 

latex
The correct term is latex, always with tilde.  It is the name given in botany to a rubbery resin or colloidal aqueous
suspension present in some seedlings.  It is the most elastic material known. 

laticífera
It means that it produces latex.  It usually refers to the plant that produces latex, which is a natural rubbery resin or
natural colloidal aqueous suspension.  Latex is the most elastic material known. 

latifundio
In Colombia is a land of great extension, usually thousands of hectares, almost always of natural linen.  Herd.

latifundio y minifundio
In Colombia herd, immense grounds, usually located in the Eastern Plains.  Usually of thousands of hectares.  They live
a landowner.  Smallholding is an area of very little expansion.  Plot, conuco, lot.  It dominates the Cundiboyacense
Savannah.  They are usually a few hectares or acres and almost always less than them.  In these, he lives a
sharecropper or poor peasant.

latifundios
It means very large and single-owner land.  Founded or large-length premises.  It's quite the opposite of mini-fundio.

latifundista
A person who owns large tracts of land.  Landowner, owner of hato.

latinoamérica
It is the whole formed by the union of all Latin countries of America.  It's the same as Latin America.  A set of countries
that have in common the origin of their respective languages in Latin, which allows to bring together not only those who
speak Spanish, but also those of Portuguese or French language.  This is an ethnic-geographical concept. 

latirismo
In medicine it is the paralysis of the legs, caused by intoxication generated by the intake of afaca, pea or almorta, which
is a legume plant. 

latizal
The forestry latizal is considered a type of intermediate forest, where the trees that it has a DAP 10 and 30 cm.  Major
diameter is called fustal.  Minor diameter is called a seedling.  The latizal is a wooded intermediate strata, from trees



which have not reached maturity.   (DAP mean diameter at the height of the chest).  The heights of these trees varies
between 10 and 20 metres.

lato sensu
They are not words of Spanish language but of the Polish language. Lato means summer and sensu meant. Which is
asked in Polish by the meaning ( sensu ) from Lato, which is summer.

latoso
It means that it puts a lot of can.  Annoying, annoying, foolish, tired.  Heavy, mop. 

latria
It is more suitable latria.  It means reverence, worship, and worship that is due to God alone.  Reverence, submission,
closeness.  It is used as a suffix . 

laucha
It is a way to call in Chile and Argentina the field mouse or mouse of the meadows.  Qualifier given to a person of small
consistency (thin and small). 

lauda
It means tombstone of the tomb.  makes special reference to tombstones with coats of arms and inscriptions.  Austrian
surname .  Surname of a former car racer who was several times Formula 1 world champion, named Nikki Lauda
(Andreas Nikolaus Lauda). 

laude
It means tombstone of the tomb.  makes special reference to tombstones with coats of arms and inscriptions.  Lauda. 

laudista
Musician specialized in playing heu.  Lutu interpreter.

laugh
It is an English word that means laughter. 

laura
It is a woman's name. Means Victoriosa.De Latin origin.

laurel añacate
It is a popular way in Central America to call avocado, which is the tree and fruit of the American Persea species, from
the family Lauraceae.  Avocado, avocado. 

laurentia
Also called Laurencia was an ancient continent that was part of the North American Craton.  In botany it is also the
name of a genus consisting of 51 species and is of the family Campanulaceae.  They possess a toxic milky juice.  Name
of an asteroid (162) named after the French astronomer Joseph Jean Pierre Laurent, its discoverer. 



laurita
Diminutive of Laura.  A nun who belongs to the community of the Holy Mother Laura.  Name of a presenter of TV in
Argentina is called Laura Inés Fernández Stork and is best known as Laura Fernández.  It is the name of a ruthenium
sulfide, of the Group of pyrite ore.

laúdanos
laudar us is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Awards" or"Laudanos." to be its meaning:<br>The correct
term is arbitration or Laudanos.  Results of an arbitral award.  Decisions or judgments of an award.

lavabo
It's the same as sinks. 

lavados
It's the plural of washing.  It is a hygienic practice to give cleaning or grooming to something.  Inflection of washing,
which means cleaning, cleaning, hygiene, sanitizing.  It is a medical practice for purifying, cleaning or purging.

lavagnismo
It means follower of Lavagna, referring to an Argentine opposition politician, named Roberto Lavagna. 

lavalozas
It can be a type of detergent used for washing earthenware and kitchen utensils.  In Colombia it is also an appliance
used for washing kitchen utensils and especially earthenware and glasses. 

lavanco
It is a bird of the Podicipedidae family, which lives in the wetlands.  Its scientific name is Podiceps cristatus .

lavaperros
In Colombia such designation is given to people who have little ancestry in any type of group or collective.  Very
low-ranking and he is despised, outraged and humiliated by his bosses or superiors.  No authority or leadership. 

lavataper
It is widely used in Argentina. It is the man who is always manipulated by his wife. Person who does the work to another
that is stronger and dominates it fear in any situation. Coward.

lavativa
A liquid that is injected into the intestine laxative therapeutic purposes.  Intestinal wash.

lavaz
Soap bubble.  Soap-coated air bubble, floating in the air.  Foam.

lavaza
In Colombia told lavaza to waste food in a restaurant that generally are used as food for pigs.



laverne
It is a woman's name of Latin origin, which means spring.  It has as variants: La Verne or Lavern.  Name of an american
actress, named Laverne Cox.  Disney movie character "The Hunchback of Notre Dame", representing The Mother of
Quasimodo.  Disney movie gargoyle name. 

laviana
It is the name of a Spanish municipality, located in the Province of Asturias.  It is a very old town. 

laya
It is a tool consisting of a large shovel ( Cape and tool ).  Taclla.  Iron plow, largest and strongest of the normal.

layoli
The correct term is La Yoli.  It is a brand of bottled water and soft drinks popular in Argentina.

layout
It is an English word which means drawing, design, distribution, distribution.

lazareto
In Colombia is synonymous with leper.  Isolated site where are and are treated very communicable infectious diseases,
such as for example the leprosy-affected people.  Sanatorium.

lazos
Colombia says it links to links or relations that unite people.  Ties, ties, ropes, tentacles, ropes, cords.  Twine, knots, ties,
union, link, Alliance loop, leagues.

lábaro
It means flag, flag, emblem, banner, logo, Ensign, cross, banner.

lábil
It means it's insecure, unstable.  It slips or slides.  Changing, which is fragile or weak

lácteo
It means relative to milk.  It is white in color.  It is also any type of product that is derived from milk. 

lácteos
Plural of dairy .  Relating to milk.  They are white.  Milk products .  They contain milk. 

lácticos
It means containing lactic acid.  They belong or are related to the milk.  Milk, that are derived from milk.

lágrima
Natural fluid (or body fluid) with which the eyes are cleaned and lubricated.  It is secreted by the lacrimal glands.  Deep
sadness, pain.  It is also the stage name of a Uruguayan singer known as Lágrima Rios and whose real name is Lida



Melba Benavídez Tabárez .  Name of a New York City landmark, also called Tear of Grief and Tear Drop Memorial.  It is
a donation from the Russian government in memory of the victims of the attacks on the Twin Towers.  I cry, fluid that
emanates from the eyes when there is pain or deep sadness. 

lámparo
In Colombia it means peeling, emptying, ruined, insolvent, with no money.  Outdated net fishing system with lights,
especially to catch squid.

lánguido
It means down-at-heel, exhausted, falls, weak, dejected, despondent, lanky, desganado.

lánugo
It is soft hair or hair covering parts of a newborn's body, especially if it is premature.  .

lápices
It is the plural of pen.  It is an implement used to write, draw or scratch.  It consists of a thin wooden bar light inside
which there is a mine of graphite or charcoal.  It's erasable.

lázaro
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means the one helped by God.  According to the Holy Bible, it is a
healing of Bethany that Jesus managed to resurrect. 

leaf
It is a word from the English language that means leaf, sheet, sheet.  It can also mean curtain, cape. 

leal
It means sincere, honest, frank, noble, honest.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin ( Castilla ). 

leal franco
You mean sincere, truthful. 

leales
It is the plural of loyal.  It means correct, honest, honest, faithful, devoted, addicted, sincere, Frank, noble, trustworthy,
affection, truthful.

learner
It is a word in English that means beginner, novice, neophyte, apprentice.

lebato
Name of rich potentate that together with Muniadona restarted in the Valleys of Mena the repopulation of Castile and
eliminated all traces of Muslim occupation. 

leblon



It is the name of a favela in the South of Rio de Janeiro, in Brazil, located in the upper part.  It is a very unsafe
neighbourhood.   (Pronounce Leblon, but not wearing tilde in Portuguese).

lebrancha
It is another way of calling the lebranche, which is the name of a marine fish and freshwater.  Also receive the names of
lisa, soco, lebrancho, lisa's sweet, smooth water male.  Its scientific name is Mugil liza and belongs to the family
Mugilidae.  Lives the Atlantic coast American and in the Caribbean Sea.

lebrel
Hunting dog.  Dogs that can hunt Hare and rabbits.  Dogs also called greyhounds, very adapted for racing.  Special
dogs for hunting hares and rabbits.

lebrón
It can mean very large hare, augmentative hare.  In some parts it means ear, with large ears.  In Mexico, lebron means
bragging or also an expert and difficult person to deceive.  It's experienced. 

leca
In Engineering is an acronym in English, where LECA, is the acronym for "Lightweight Expanded Clay Aggregate" which
translates to "Light aggregate of expanded clay".  It is a type of building material made of small clay spheres produced at
very high temperature and in special furnaces.   

leccese
It is a surname of Italian origin.  Brand of skates of Italian origin.  Breed of sheep outingrnitanas (from the Province of
Salerno in Italy).  It also means Lecce.  originally from Lecce. 

lechales
It is milky, which produces latex. In livestock the lamb are those offspring that still maman.  It is valid for sheep, goats
and cattle. In Botany are those fruits than to separate them from the stem ( Harvest ) or when opened release a similar
to milk white exudate.  A classic example is the breva.

leche
In Colombia it means good luck, fortune.  It is the nutritious liquid produced by females of mammalian animals to feed
their young.  It is produced in the mammary glands.  Latex, whitish liquid that emanates from the wounds of some
plants.  White, clear. 

lecho
Geography of the sea, a lake or a river bottom.  Runway, alveo, background.  It also means bed, cuja, thalamus, divan,
catre triclinium.  In geology it means layer, stratum.

lechona
It is one way to call the female of pig or pork.  Youth female pig.  Sow, sow, sow.  Especially in the Department of Tolima
in Colombia, exquisite dish consisting of a pig stuffed roast.

lechoncito
Diminutive of piglet.  Marrano, pig or newborn pig.  Marranito, piggy.



lechonear
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Tolima is preparing the suckling pig, typical dish of the region.  It
consists of roasting a suckling pig or suckling pig stuffed with the meat of pork with rice and other ingredients.  Working
with a herd of pigs in his kennel.  Care for pigs.  Eating suckling pig.

lechonerío
Herd.  Set of juvenile pigs or piglets.  Lifting and fattening pigs.  Abundant piglet production. 

lechos unguales
Cavities where it was deposited or claws were located. Refers to the place where in place of the foot or the leg was a
claw in the primitive lizards or dinosaurs. It is also a cover of a hoof. Protection or cover the toes or hooves, helmets.

lechosa
In the Department of Santander and in Venezuela, it is another way to call the papaya.  Plant and fruit of Carica papaia
(or Carica papaya), family Caricaceae .

lechosas
In Venezuela and the eastern plains of Colombia say lechosas to papayas.

lechoso
It means that it has the appearance of latex or milk.  It produces a whitish and sticky substance.  It produces a thick,
white spot or a white latex.  White.  Whitish , albo . 

lechucero
Place where owls abound.  Nest of owls.

lechuga
It is the name of a herbaceous plant, easy to grow in orchards.  It is raw edible green leaves.  Its scientific name is
Lactuca sativa and belongs to the family Asteraceae.   In Colombia it was the mark of a commonly used hair fixer in the
fifties and sixties.  He was the sponsor of cyclist Ramón Hoyos Vallejo.   In Argentina, Chile and Colombia exist as a
surname, the same as Lechugo.  It is of Spanish origin (allegedly Andalusian or Spanish).  There are versions of the
surname in Italian ( Lattuca ) and German ( Lattich ).

lechusa
The correct term is owl, with z .  It is the name of a nocturnal bird of prey, It belongs to the family Strigidae and the family
Tytonidae.  It differs from owls by not having the plumage raised that look like ears.  In Colombia we also call him
warbler.

lechuza
In Colombia, is a nocturnal bird of prey.  It is also the common names Pygmy owl, owl, oto, scops owl, owl, corruco,
currucao.  Its scientific name of the Barn Owl Tyto alba or Tytus alba and belongs to the Stringidae order and the
Tytonidae family.  In the South of the continent means voyeur spy, sorcery, pessimist (Argentina).

lechuzo
It means that you like sweets or sweets.  He eats a lot of treats or sweets.  Sweet tooth , street , gulusmero , lambucio ,



lamerón , laminero , dulcero , gluttonous , owl , lambrucero .  You can also be a person of nocturnal habits. 

lecop
In Argentina it means "Letters of Cancellation of Provincial Obligations" .  It is a type of bonds that were issued there in
2001, during the government of De la Rúa.  They were used to pay salaries and also taxes.

lector sim
It is a device that allows you to read a SIM Card (SIM card).  SIM stands for Subscriber Identity Module (subscriber
identification module).  Is located in mobile telephony GSM (the Global System English for Mobile or better still from the
original French Groupe Spécial Mobile: Digital mobile telephony)

lecumberri
Lecumberry is a Basque population in the region of Aquitaine, Canton of the Basque mountain, district of Bayonne,
Department of Pyrénées Atlantiques, in France. The name is in Basque is Lekumberri.

leda
In Botany it is the name of a genus of herbaceous plants in the family Acanthaceae.  In Greek mythology daughter of
King Testi of Etolia.  She was the wife of Tindáreo of Sparta and seduced by Zeus.  Name of an asteroid and also of one
of Jupiter's satellites.  Name of a city in Belgium in the Flanders Region.  It is also a woman's name of Greek origin and
means lady, lady. 

lee
English is a male name and a surname.  It also means the direction of the wind, where is the wind, Leeward (contrary to
Windward).

lefty
It is an English word which means left-handed (that uses the left hand to do things).

legado
It means what is left.  Inheritance, will, succession. 

legajador
It is a type of folder in which you can insert (or file), several papers or documents in an orderly manner.  They usually
have a metal clip or hook.  It can also be called folder, folder, cover. 

legajo
It means arrume or pile of papers, usually ordered.  Cartapacio, which contains a file or a folder, usually papers and
documents.  Portfolio. 

legamo
The correct term is legamo, always with tilde.  It means mud, silt, mud, mud, slime.

legatario
A name given in law to a natural or legal person who has been benefited or favored by a testator, through whom one or



more specific assets have been left to him or her in a will.  A person who receives a bequest through a will. 

legis
It is a Latin word meaning Rules, Rules, Laws.  In Colombia is a Editorial specialized in legal issues.

legista
Lawyer.  A person who by his profession knows laws and jurisprudence.  There may also be a forensic pathologist, who
is a physician specialized, authorized to exercise the legal medicine and forensic sciences.

legítima
It means that it is or is in accordance with the laws.  Lawful, just, legal, true, genuine, original, certain, trustworthy,
authentic.  Conformed to norms or rules. 

legítimo
It means that it is or is in accordance with the laws.  Lawful, just, legal, true, genuine, original, true, reliable, authentic. 

lego
It can mean secular, secular, non-religious, non-clergy.  It also means uneducated, profane, ignorant, illiterate, unaware
of a subject.  It lacks knowledge or experiences in a certain subject.  Set of chips to assemble of Danish origin. 

legos
Plural of lego .  It can mean lay, civil, secular, secular, non-religious, non-clergy.  It also means uneducated, profane,
ignorant, illiterate, unaware of a subject.  Who lack knowledge or experience on a certain subject.  Sets of chips to
assemble of Danish origin. 

leguleyo
A person seeking the right professional without being one.  Clinging in punctilious manner the rules without knowing
them thoroughly.  Boastful law.

legumbres
It is a kind of dehiscent fruits that come enclosed in a sheath.  typical of leguminous plants.  Dries the pods open and
free dried beans.  Examples of this kind of fruits beans, vetch and yellow tree.

lehigh
It is the name of a County, a Valley and a University, which is located in the city of Bethlehem (Pennsylvania, United
States).

leia
Leia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Read" being its meaning:<br>Reading is a turning point of view.
Understand what is written. Decipher or interpret what is written. How to pronounce loudly a text.

leishmaniasis
leishmaniasis is incorrectly written and should be written as "Leishmaniasis / Leishmania." being its meaning:<br>It is a
set of diseases that can be transmitted from wildlife to dogs and humans.  It manifests itself with the appearance of



ulcerations in different parts of the body.  Some protozoa of the genus Leishmania cause these sores.  It may be fatal. 
There are asymptomatic carriers of the virus wild animals: bears Anteaters meleros, possums, rabbits and the
cusumbos or gouaches.  The bite of the genera Phebotomus 40 blood sucking insects; in old world ) and 40 Lutzsomyia;
41 America; both of the family Psychodidae, transmit it to humans and other animals.  Insects in Colombia are called
commonly moths or grit.  Leishmaniasis also they say leishmaniasis.

leit motiv
It means reason guide, driver motif or main reason.  Central or recurring reason, theme .  It is a term of German origin. 
It's kind of a chorus or part of a musical work.  comprising several bars and repeated several times within the same
composition.  Short and recurring tonal sequence.  Also in the performing arts is a word, phrase or idea that is repeated
several times at varying intervals, within a work. 

lejanos
Plural from a distant .  It means far away, far away, distant.  Away, secluded, distant.  They're not close. 

lejía
In Colombia we say bleach to the mixture of ash ( embers ) and water.  It is a very corrosive substance, which is used
for shining metals, especially gold.  When the first rains, fall after the summer, burning or wildfire ash and runoff water,
mixing the lye is lethal to aquatic fauna.

lek
Albanian monetary unit.  Is change is equal 140, 128, 39 by Euro and 05 per dollar.  Its abbreviation is L.

lema de kenoxis
The correct term is kenosis, which in Greek means emptying.  It is the detachment to everything.  Delivers total and
voluntary to the will of God.  Kenoxis, thus with x, is the name of a school of art and also a Colombian student
community that promotes the study on everything else (although she is described of the opposite).  The motto is
"Pursuing your dreams" and emphasizes the promotion and that be pilo 'pays'.  .  .  .  .

lemale
It is an expression in Italian and French.  that means evil, bad, male.  The name of a lotion or Cologne is for men of the
House Gautier.

lemming
It is one of the common names of a small rodent with a very short tail that lives in the tundra and meadows of the taiga
and the Arctic.  It belongs to the family Cricetidae.

lemnisco
It is the name of the tape that is honoured the winners in sporting events, usually they were colorful and adorned the
crowns or moored the laurels with which advantages richly options.  it comes from the Latin word lemniscus.  It is also a
mathematical sign for division (a rod horizontal, with a dot above and another below or ÷).  In medicine is a group of
neurons or nerves that are part of the bone marrow.

lempa mujer
In the Caribbean Government or lempo means big and beautiful.  Therefore lempa woman or lempo woman wants to
say that.  .  .  . big and beautiful woman.



lempiras
Plural of Lempira.  It is the name of the official currency of Honduras.  Lempira was the name of a Cacique and
indigenous leader who fought against the Spaniards.  It was of the Lenca people.  The word meant Hill of Lord or Lord of
the mountain.

lempo
In Colombia it means very beautiful woman, very attractive woman, beautiful, beautiful, elegant.

lemures
The more appropriate term is lemurs, with tilde.  Plural of lemur.  They are a class of primates that are characterized by
being very early and keep the wet nose.  They are also called makis or ghosts.  The latin word meaning spirit or
spectrum.  They are very noisy and gregarious.  Being endemic to Madagascar.

lemuroideo
It looks like a lemur.  It looks like a spirit or a ghost.  It refers to a specimen belonging to the Superfamily Lemuroideae,
comprising strepsirrhine primates.  They are only found in Madagascar.

lemus
It is a surname of Spanish origin, specifically from Monforte de Lemos, Galicia.  It refers to the moisture of the soils of
the region.  It means silt, moist earth, fertile land.  There is also Lemos with the same meaning. 

len
It means strand, thread, filament.  It usually refers to loose or untwisted silk thread.

lena
It is a surname of Spanish origin and is also used as a female name.  This woman's name is of Greek origin and means
beautiful and bright as the Sun.  Helena, Elena variants.  The Uruguayan Popular hymn is a composition of Rubén Lena
called "A Don José", dedicated to José Artigas.

lenar
In Edafology and Topography, it is the same as lapiaz or limestone pavement.  It is a very irregular and steep soil class,
which is forming due to the action of runoff waters on carbonated sedimentary rocks.  . 

lenca
Name of an indigenous group that existed in Honduras and El Salvador.  Language spoken by this indigenous people. 

lendemannia-
The correct term is Lindemannia.  It means dedicated to Lindemann, in honor of Lindemann, referring to the German
engineer Adolf Friedrich Lindemann.  Name of an asteroid (828). 

lendoiro
Lendoiro is the surname of a political and sports leader of Spain. He was a leader of Deportivo La Coruna.

lenen



It means leaving soft or gentle some. Sweeten, again nice, mild and light.

lenga
In Patagonia, it is the name of a woody tree, from the family Fagaceae (according to new classifications Nothofagaceae,
false beech).  They are also known as Tierra del Fuego oaks, southern beech, southern beech, white oaks.

length
It is an English word meaning length.  It can also mean duration, extension or length (length of a boat). 

lengua de trapo
It is an offensive way to refer to a person who has difficulties in speech.  A person not well pronounced words.

lengua larga
In Colombia we say long or lenguilarga language, the person who likes to do gossip, who likes to be talking bad about
others. Difamadora person. Viper, venomous, cizanera, Viper.

lengua sopa
Tangled and little-understood language. It says mode talking of people that seems they take the language to speak. It is
a defect of vocalization by movement in the language problems. There is excess production of saliva. Slimy.

lenguado
It is one of the common names of the fish popularly known as flounder or anacanto.  It is characterized by being flat and
having both eyes on the same face.

lenguaje
Form of oral or verbal communication (including by signs).  Language , language .  Science that establishes or teaches
the grammatical rules or norms that govern a language or language.  Way of expressing oneself to communicate. 

lenguaje de sordomudos
It's the same as sign language.  Way of communicating the population who cannot hear or speak.

lenguaraz
It is the way to call a person who does not measure his words, who is very impulsive and daring to speak.  Slow,
gossipy, rude.  It could also be considered a tongue.  to a person who masters several languages.  Polyglot. 

lenguas goidélicas
It is the same as Gaelic languages.  It is a subdivision of the Celtic language.  Among the languages Goidelic Irish,
Scottish Gaelic, and Manx are included.

lengüilargo
Gossipy, talkative person, carretuda, Pigafetta, intriguing and slanderer, rabble-rousing.

lenitivo



It means that it softens or softens.  Name given to a painkiller or painkiller.  Drug that is used to control or remove pain. 
That calms , that appeases .  Sedative, tranquilizer, softener, soothing, analgesic, balsamic.  That relieves or mitigates . 

lenitivos
In medicine is a type of medicine that softens a tumor mitigates, relieves or reduces irritation.  Element, drug or activity
that removes a condition or penalty, MT is moral or physical.

lenocidio
It means killing of a pimp, pimp or pimp.  The death is given to a person who trafficked women and prostitutes them. 
Murder of a pimp, pimp or procurer.  Do not confuse with brothels that mean Pimp, tolerate, be an accomplice, abettor. 
For this reason a House dating or engaged in prostitution, told House brothels or tolerance.

lenoje
It is a casual and casual clothing label, usually from T-shirts sold by Amazon.

lenon
The indicated term is lenon .  Increasing len (tight thread thread) .  Low-tight wool strand.

lentamente
It means slowly, without haste, slowly. 


